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1. IN~~DuCTI~N 
Since its emergence in the middle of the last century, invariant theory has 
oscillated between two clearly distinguishable poles. The first, and the one that 
was later to survive the temporary “death” of the field, is geometry. Invariants 
were identified with the invariants of surfaces. Their study, the aim of which 
was to give information about the solution of systems of polynomial equations, 
was to lead to the rise of commutative algebra. From this standpoint, projective 
invariants were eventually seen as poor relations of the richer algebraic in- 
variants. 
A casualty of this trend was the study of the projective generation of surfaces, 
a problem which was condemned by Cremona as “too difficult,” and which 
has never quite recovered from the blow, despite the recent excitement over 
finite fields. In contrast, other heretical schools survived the Fata Morgana of 
algebra with the promise, not always fulfilled, that sooner or later they would be 
brought back into the commutative fold. Thus, the genial computations of the 
high school teacher Hermann Schubert were proclaimed a “problem” by 
Hilbert, who was articulating the general feeling at the time that enumerative 
geometry required a justification in terms of the dominant concepts of the day, 
namely, rings and fields. 
Similarly, the mystical vision of Hermann Grassmann, another high school 
teacher, was only appreciated by other oddballs like Peano, Study, and several 
inevitable English gentleman-mathematicians. It took the advocacy of someone 
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of the stature of Elie Cartan to get Grassmann’s techniques accepted by a 
public by then avid for simplications, but reluctant to acknowledge embar- 
rassing oversights; and then, only at the cost of putting them to a use for which 
they were not intended, though magically suited. The recognition that anti- 
commutativity is a sibling, with an equally noble genealogy, of commutativity 
is only now beginning, under the prodding of the particle physicists, who with 
exquisite salesmanship have proclaimed it a law of nature. 
The second pole of invariant theory was algorithmic. To be sure, all invariant 
theory is ultimately concerned with one problem. In crude, oversimplified, 
off-putting language, this problem is to generalize to tensors the eigenvalue 
theory of matrices, and all invariant theorists from Boole to Mumford have 
been, tacitly or otherwise, concerned with it. The algorithmic school, however, 
saw this problem as one of “explicit computation,” an expression which was to 
smack of mathematical bad taste in the 1930s. In a century which prefers: 
existence to construction, structure to algorithm, algebra to combinatorics, such 
a school could not thrive, and it did not, supported as it was more by the English 
and Italians than by the Germans and French. There were, however, weightier 
reasons for this defeat of the algorithmic school. Their most striking productions, 
the expansions that go under the names of Capelli, Clebsch, Gordan, and Young, 
were hopelessly tethered to characteristic zero, and seemed to belie the avowed 
combinatorial ideal of doing away with all numbers that are not integers, and 
preferably positive ones at that. To top it all, Igusa showed that, with the 
massive machinery of algebraic geometry, some of the results of classical in- 
variant theory could be extended to fields of positive characteristic. 
In this environment, the 1974 paper of Doubilet, Rota, and Stein [3], which 
for the first time succeeded in extending to arbitrary infinite fields, by con- 
structive algorithmic methods, the two “fundamental theorems” of invariant 
theory, could only appear as an intrusion. To make things worse, the authors’ 
sympathy for the nineteenth century went as far as to embrace matters of style, 
thus alienating many readers in a less romantic century. In 1976, de Concini 
and Procesi [I] charitably rewrote parts of that paper and developed some of 
the suggestions made therein, thus showing that the authors’ claims were indeed 
well-founded. 
In this paper we give a self-contained combinatorial presentation-the first 
one, to be sure-of vector invariant theory over an arbitrary infinite field. We 
begin by proving the Straightening Formula, which is probably one of the 
fundamental algorithms of multilinear algebra. This formula is the culmination 
of a trend of thought that can be traced back to Capelli, and was developed most 
notably by Alfred Young and the Scottish invariant theorists. Had it not been 
for the disrepute into which algorithmic methods had fallen in the thirties, the 
full proof of this formula would have appeared earlier than in 1974, and might 
have anticipated the current revival of classical invariant theory. 
In comparison with other classical expansions, the straightening formula 
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offers two advantages. First, it holds over the ring of integers. Second, it recog- 
nizes the crucial role played by the notion of a bitableau in obtaining a charac- 
teristic-free proof of the first fundamental theorem. In fact, we give two proofs 
of this result.lBoth of these proofs are based on new ideas, first presented in 
1974. Even in characteristic zero, either of these proofs differs from any pre- 
viously given, and is, in addition, much simpler as it only relies on elementary 
linear algebra and some combinatorics. The success of the notion of a bitableau 
also shows why previous attempts to prove the first fundamental theorem by 
expansion into single Young tableaux were bound to fail. Strangely, Alfred 
Young himself was the first to consider bitableaux in his study of the representa- 
tions of the octahedral group, but it did not occur to him that they would be 
useful in the study of the projective group. 
Less surprisingly, the straightening formula is also used to give a simple 
proof of the second fundamental theorem, in a version that has been proved by 
van der Waerden in characteristic zero. The present proof shows that the 
straightening formula is indeed the characteristic-free replacement of the 
Gordan-Capelli expansion. 
The second fundamental theorem has lived in a limbo ever since Weyl’s 
fumbling justification in “The Classical Groups” [4]. Some invariant theorists 
have taken the easy way out and claimed it as a result in algebraic geometry, 
stating certain facts about the coordinate rings of Grassmannians or flag mani- 
folds. We believe on the contrary that the second fundamental theorem plays a 
crucial role in invariant theory which can perhaps be best understood by analogy 
with the predicate calculus. Here, two aspects have long been recognized as 
complementary: a syntactical aspect, where the subject is presented as a purely 
algebraic system subject to formal rules; and a semantical aspect, where the 
possible ‘set-theoretic interpretations, or models, are classified. These two 
aspects are connected by the Godel completeness theorem. 
A corresponding situation obtains in invariant theory. Here, what we call the 
letter place algebra is the syntactic counterpart to the semantics of representing 
abstract brackets by actual inner products of vectors and covectors in a vector 
space. The second fundamental theorem is the invariant-theoretic analog of the 
Giidel completeness theorem. This suggests a host of questions on invariants 
which can be gleaned from analogous questions in the predicate calculus. 
Other applications of the straightening formula, some of which were adum- 
brated in 1974, will be given elsewhere. We mention, as examples, a charac- 
teristic-free theory of symmetric functions, the study of polynomial identities 
in an associative algebra, the classification of transvectants, and connections 
with the algebra of second qua&ration. The present work is merely the first in 
what is hoped to be a far-reaching extension of the research program of projective 
invariant theory. 
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2. YOUNG TABLEAUX 
The fundamental combinatorial notion in this study is that of a E’oung tableau. 
Let (A) = (X, ,..., h,) be a partition of the integer n: that is, (h) is a finite sequence 
of positive integers such that 
and 
If(h) is a partition of n, its shape, also denoted by (X), is the set of integer points 
(i, -j) in the plane, with 1 < j < p and 1 < i < Xi. The shape (h) = (Xi ,..., A,) 
is said to be Zonger than the shape (p) = (pl ,..., PJ if, considered as a finite 
sequence, (A) is greater than (p) in the lexicographic order from left to right. 
A Young tableau on the shape (h) with values in the set E is an assignment of 
an element of E to each point in the shape (A). For example, Tl and T2 are 
Young tableaux of shape (h) = (5,4,2,2, 1, 1) with values in the integers: 






In this paper, E is always a totally ordered set. A Young tableau is said to be 
standard if the entries in each row are increasing from left to right, and the 
entries in each column are nondecreasing downward. In our previous example, 
T, is standard but Tl is not. This definition, though unconventional, is the 
natural one for dealing with bitableaux (which are introduced in the sequel). 
A word on notation: 8, denotes the symmetric group on p symbols, and for a 
permutation (T E 8, , its signature is denoted sgn(a). 
3. THE STRAIGHTENING FORMULA 
Let 57 = {x1 ,..., x,} and % = {ui ,..., uk} be two alphabets, and let P be the 
algebra of polynomials over the field K in the indeterminates (xi 1 u,); P is 
called the letter place algebra. Suppose (xi, ,..., xi) and (ui, ,..., uiJ are two 
finite sequences with the same length of letters from % and %. Their inner 
product (xi, *.. xi, 1 ui, ,..., uj,) is the polynomial in P defined by 
(Xi, ..* xi, 1 Ujl a** ui,) = ,z wWxiol I ujJ ... hop I u,,). 
B 
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The inner product is an antisymmetric function in xf and u, . Thus, we may 
suppose, up to a change in sign, that in any inner product, the indices of x and u 
are increasing. Moreover, an inner product is nonzero if and only if no letter is 
repeated. 
The content of a monomial in P is the pair of vectors 
where OL, (resp. /3,) is the total degree of the factors in the monomial of the form 
(x8 ],uJ, 1 < j < K (resp. (xi 1 tit), 1 < i < n). The monomial of content (ar, Is> 
generates a subspace of P, denoted by P(a,p). The elements of P(a, /I) are 
homogeneous polynomials, in which each monomial has the same content; we 
say that a polynomial in P(cx, /?) has content (CY, Is). It is clear that the product 
of a polynomial of content (01, /I)>, and a polynomial of content (LY’, /3’) is a polyno- 
mial of content (N + OT’, j3 + /I’). For example, the inner product (xi ... xi9 ] 
U. ... uj,) has content (Q, /l) where 0~~ (resp. #$) is 1 if xi is in the iequence 31 
xi, I***, xi, (resp. ui is in the sequence ui, ,..., ~4~) and 0 otherwise. 
A bitubleau is a pair [7’, T’] of Young tableaux of the same shape (h), where 
the tableau T has entries from 3 and the tableau T’ has entries from %. The 
content of the bitableau [T, T’] is the pair of vectors ((Y, /I) where LX~ (resp. Is,) 
is the number of occurrences of xi in T (resp. z+ in 2”). With a bitableau [Z’, T’] 
of content (01, #I), we associate the polynomial, denoted by (2’ 1 T’), obtained by 
taking the product of the inner products of each row of T with the corresponding 
row in T’. The polynomial (T 1 T’), which is in P(ti, Is>, is called the bidetemzinunt 
of the bitableau [T, T’], or simply, the bideterminant (7’ ( r). 
EXAMPLE. 
As for inner products, the bideterminant (T 1 T’) is nonzero if and only if no 
letter is repeated in any row of T or T’. Moreover, we can suppose, up to a 
change of sign, that the entries in each row of T and T’ in the bideterminant are 
increasing. 
A bitableau [T, T’] is standard if both T and T’ are standard. For example, 
the bitableau 
[zip , ;;:*I 
is standard. 
We can now state the main result of this section. 
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THEOREM (the straightening formula). Suppose [T, T’] is a bitableau of shape 
(A) and content (01, /3). Th en, its bideterninant (T 1 T’) is a linear combination, with 
integer coeficients, of bideterminants of standard tableaux of the same content and 
of the same or longer shape. 
EXAMPLE. 
COROLLARY. The vector space P(Lx, /3) * g 2s enerated by the bideterminants of 
standard tableaux of content (01, j3). 
Proof of corollary. We only need to observe that the monomial (xi, 1 Uj,) *.. 
(xi / uj 
n D 
) is the bideterminant of the bitableau: 
xil *il . . 
[ I 
. . . ) . * 
xi, *i, 
To facilitate the proof of Theorem 1, we introduce the notion of a shufle 
product. Let 
(4 ,-., i, , 4 ,..., 4) 
be an increasing sequence of integers, and 
be two inner products. The shufleproduct AB supported by the variables xi,,..., xi,, 
x 2, ,.a*, xr, is defined by 
where the summation is over all permutations o of the set {il ,..., i, , Z, ,..., 1,) 
for which crir < . .. < ai, and alI < ... < 01, . This restricted summation is 
indicated by the notation C’. Another notational device is: A dot over a letter 
indicates that the letter is in the support of the shuffle product. The notion of a 
shuffle product supported by letters in % is similar. 
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EXAMPLE. The shuffle product (x~x~~ 1 u)(xsxpxl ) u’) supported by x1 , X, in 
the first term and x3, x4 in the second is given by 
= CXrWs I u)(x3w1 I u’) - ( W3~3 I U)(X$4X, I u’) + (wws I U)(%%Xl I u’) 
+ (~~3x3 I ~x%%xl I u3 - &%x3 I wl%% I u’) + 6%%~3 I awzx1 I u’>* 
Only two of the terms in the expansion are nonzero, and after an appropriate 
reordering, we have 
(%%% I 4W3~4 I 4 = hw3 I u)(ws% I u’> - (Ws% I %%~3~3 I 0 
Now, observe that, by definition, 
We can expand the determinant by the first column to obtain the identity 
Similarly, using Laplace’s expansion, we have 
These two identities ‘are examples of the fact that, under certain assumptions, 
the shuffle product of two inner products is equal to an inner product of length 
greater than that of each of the two original inner products. 
is a linear combination, with integer coejkients, of b&term&ants of bitableaux of 
shape strictly longer than each of the partitions (s) and (t) of the integers s and t. 
Theproof is a computation with four steps. First, expand the shuffle product C: 
C = ~~&Wh, .** XoipXi~+l,‘~’ %,I Ujl me* U3,)(Xd1*” X,2 $2 p+l 
(I 
--a Xtt 1 u,, **- urn,). 
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Now apply Laplace’s identity to the letters in U, 
x (%zl **- %zp I Gl .-* %nq)(~za+l ... xzt I Kn,+l .-* G,). 
To distinguish between the two shuffle products, a bar instead of a dot is used 
in the second. We next group together the first and third factor: 
Each term in this last expansion for C is a bideterminant with three rows, with 
the first row of length p + 4 > s, t. This concludes the proof of the lemma. 
Since the summation in the shuffle product always includes the identity 
permutation, we can restate the previous lemma in the following equivalent 
form: 
LEMMA. Let (xi, ... N~~.v’,,+~ ... xi, 1 uj, ... uj) and (xI1 ... x~,x~,+~ ..* xlt I 
% 
*-. u,J be two inner products satisfying il < .*. < z, < lI < ..’ < 1,) 
jl < ... < js, m, < ... < m,, s < p + q, and t < p + p. Then, 
txi, ..* xi, I uj, ..* uj,)(x11 ... x1, 1 Urn, *‘a u,J 
= - .zid sgW(xoil a*. ~oi,xi,+l *a* xi, I uil **- u.&dl e-v x,L~z *+, 
..’ XL& I %I1 *.* u,J + D, 
where the summation is over all the nonidentical permutations (T satisfying 
uiI < ..+ < ui, and 01~ < ..- < ul, , and the term D is a linear combination with 
integer coejicients of bideterminants of bitableaux of shape strictly longer than 
(s) and (t). 
Remarking that all we have done remains valid if we exchange the roles of 
the alphabets S and Q, we are now ready to prove Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We begin by defining a total order on bitableaux of the 
same shape. Let [T, I”‘] be a bitableau of form (A) = (A, ,..., AJ. The entry 
in T (resp. T’) on row s and column t is denoted by Xicsst) (resp. z+(~,~)). With 
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the bitableau [!I’, T’], we associate the sequence (i( 1, 1) ,..., i(1, /\J, i(2, 1) ,..., 
42, h$),..., 0, l),..., j(P, &J, Al, l),..., Al, &I, j(2, lLj(2, U.., j(p, lb, 
j(p, X,)), which is th e sequence obtained by reading off the bitableau row by 
row. The bitableaux are now ordered according to the lexicographic order on 
their associated sequences. 
Now, suppose the theorem is false. Let (A) be the longest shape with a bi- 
tableau not satisfying the theorem. Among the bitableaux of shape (h), let 
[T, T’] be the smallest bitableau not satisfying the theorem: 
[ 
Xi(l.1) *.. Wl.A,) Ui(l.1) *-* Wl.AJ 
[T, T’] = ; ; , i ’ ; . 
Xi(9.1) *-- %(%A,) %b,.l) **- %(,*A& 1 
Suppose that [T, , T,‘] is obtained from [T, T’] by putting each row in 
increasing order. Then, [T, , T,‘] has a lexicographically smaller associated 
sequence than [T, T’]. But (Tr 1 Tr’) = f(T 1 T’), and hence, if [T,. Y] is a 
counterexample, so is [Tr , T,‘]. We conclude that all the rows in [T, T’] are 
in increasing order. 
Clearly, [T, T’] is not standard; let us suppose that T is nonstandard. Then, 
there exist integers 1 and m, 1 < 1 < p, 1 < m < X, , such that i(Z, mj > 
i(l + 1, m). That is, we have the following situation: 
Xi(Z.1) .** Xi(Z.m-1) W2.m) Xi(Z.m+1) -** “* %(Z,,Q’ 
We call such a situation a violation. 
In the bideterminant (T 1 T’), consider the shuffle product of the two inner 
products corresponding to rows I and 1 + 1, which support the letters 
Xi(2+1,1) ;.**r w+1,m) > Xi(Z,m) ,***9 xi(2.q . Since the support contains X, + 1 
letters, and the length of each of the inner products is at most h, , we can apply 
the lemma to obtain 
(T I T’) = c’ 31 (To I T’) + D, 
0:0&l 
where D is a linear combination of bideterminants of shape greater than (A). 
By our choice of(h), D is also a linear combination of bideterminants of standard 
tableaux of shape greater than (A). 
Now, each tableau TO differs from T only in rows 1 and 1+ 1: 
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In the tableau T, however, we have the inequalities 
;(I, m) < i(Z, m + 1) < .*f < i(Z, h,) 
V 
i(Z + 1, 1) < ... < i(Z + I, m - 1) < i(Z f  1, m) 
For any nonidentical permutation u in the shuffle product, the index oi(Z, m) 
must equal one of the indices i(Z + 1, l),..., i(Z + 1, m), in particular, ai(Z, m) < 
i(Z, m). Thus, the tableau TO has a lexicographically smaller associated sequence 
than T. By our choice of [T, T’], however, each of the tableaux [TO, T’] satisfies 
the theorem, and hence, by substitution, we can write (T j T’) as a sum of 
bideterminants of standard tableaux of shape equal to or longer than (X). This 
contradicts our initial assumption. 
It remains to observe that if T were standard, then T’ would have to be 
nonstandard; the same reasoning can then be applied to T’ to yield a contradic- 
tion. This concludes the proof of the theorem. 
The proof contains implicitly an algorithm for expressing any bitableau as a 
linear combination of standard bitableaux by successive corrections of violations. 
This is inefficient for practical computations, as the number of bitableaux 
introduced during a correction is, in general, very large. 
As an exercise, apply the algorithm to obtain the following identity (only the 
subscripts are shown): 
4. THE BASIS THEOREM 
As we have seen, the standard bideterminants (i.e., the bideterminants of 
standard tableaux) of content (CY, /l) p s ans the vector space P(,,j?). In this 
section, using the technique of set polarization operators, we show that, in fact, 
they form a basis. 
We augment the alphabets 3 and 42 by adding new letters from the sets 9 
and Y, respectively. The sets 9’ and Y are supposed finite, but large enough 
that the ensuing constructions can be performed. This enlarges the algebra P, 
even though the vector space P(a, ,9) remains unchanged. 
Let xi , tli , sj , and tj be letters from the alphabets %, %, Y, and Y. The set 
polarization operators Dl(sj, xi) are defined as follows: Let M = (xi, / unL1) ... 
(xi, j u,,) be a monomial of content (OL, j?). Then, 
LEMMA. Let (T 1 T’) b e a bideterminunt of content (OL, fl). Then, 
(i) ifai <1, DYsjyXi)(TI T’) =O, 
(ii) if ‘yi > Z, D’(sj , x,)(T 1 T’) = C (T,. 1 T’), where TI ,..., T,. ,..., Trt) 
c Z 
are all the distinct cf) tableaux obtainedfrom T by replacing each subset of 1 letters 
xi by 1 letters sj . 
Proof. Expand (T 1 T’) into a sum of monomials Mt of content (Q, 6): 
(T I T’) = 1 M’. 
t 
Now, if q < I, DZ(s, , xJMt = 0 for all the monomials Mt. Hence (i). Now, 
suppose that C+ > 1. Then, 
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(i) if cyI < I, we set Dz(s, , x,)M = 0, 
(ii) ifoli>l,wesetDZ(sj,xi)M=~Mr,whereM, ,..., M,,..‘.,M 
r (3 
are all the (ii) distinct monomials obtained from M by replacing each subset of I 
letters xi by 1 letters s, . (In particular, each of the monomials M,. contains the 
letter xi (ai - I) times and the letter s, I times.) The operator Dz(sj , xi) is now 
extended to all of P(q 18) by linearity. 
The operator DO(sj, x~) is the identity operator, and for 1 < 1 < oli, the 
set polarization operator Dz(sj , xt) maps a polynomial in P(,, /I) to a poly- 
nomial lying outside P(a, /3). 
For bideterminants, the set polarization operators act in the following simple 
way. 
D’(s~ 9 x<)(T I T’) = C D’(s, , Xi) Mt = 1 C Mi, 
t t c 
where M,.t are the (O;d) munomials obtained from Mt according to rule (ii). 
Interchanging the order of summation, we have 
DZ(sj , x,)(T I T’) = 11 M,t. 
c t 
But, 
1 M,t = (T, I T’), 
t 
where the same set of 1 letters xi are replaced by 1 letters sj on both sides of the 
equation. Hence, 
fl(sj 3 xi)(T I T’) = C (Tr I T’). 
r 
This proves the lemma. 
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The set polarization operators Dz(ti , IQ) are defined in an analogous manner, 
and the analog of the previous lemma is true for these operators. 
EXAMPLES 
Note that since the alphabets .!!Z, @, Y, and 5 are disjoint, the set polarization 
operators commute. 
The set polarization operators are the building blocks of the Cupelk’ operator, 
which is defined for each bitableau [T, T’] of shape (A) as follows: Let ai 
(rev. A(q)) be th e number of occurrences of xj (resp. z+) in the qth column of T 




C(T, T’) = D2(s1 , x1) Dl(s, , x2) D2(s, , x2) Dl(s3 , x3) 
x D3(t, , ~1) D’(t, , 4 DYt, , 4 DYt, , 4. 
We now impose a new total order on bitableaux of the same shape. Associate 
with each bitableau the sequence formed by reading off the indices down each 
column, successively, first in T and then in T'. The bitableaux are then ordered 
according to the lexicographic order of their associated column sequences. 
EXAMPLE. For the bitableau in the preceding example, the associated 
column sequence is 
(1, 1,2,2,2,3, 1, 1, 1,2,%3). 
I f  [T, T'] is standard, the associated column sequence can be written 
(1 
a,(l) . . . &1)y2(2) ... g,(e) ... &Al)pl(l) ... /@l) ... p&q. 
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We have used the fact that for the bideterminant (T 1 T’) to be nonzero, we 
must have q(q) = /3$(q) = 0 for i < q. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let (T 1 7”) and (V 1 V’) be two standard bidetmnimznts of 
shape (A) and (p) with the same content. Then, 
(i) C(T, y)(T I T’) # 0; 
(ii) ; f  (p) is longer than (h), then C(T, T’)( V I V) = 0; 
(iii) if (A) = (p), andif C(T, T’)(V 1 V) # 0, then [V, v’] is smuller than 
[T, T’] in the lexicographic order of their associated column sequences. 
Proof. (i) We calculate C(T, T’)(T ( T’) explicitly; we have 
(TIT’)= T 
Now, the letter x1 can only be found in the first column of T. Hence, 
IPr(r)(sr , q)(T I T’) consists of a single term, obtained by substituting s, for all 
the x1 in T. 
Assume that nr~~(~-r Pr”)(sI , x4)( T 1 T’) consists of a single term, obtained 
by substituting all the letters xi , 1 < i < 1 - 1, in the first column of T by the 
letter sr . Then, 
n Dui(l)(sl , x,)(T I T’) = D’+(sl , x1) jJ D~‘(~)(s, 
1Qgl l<i<Z-1 
3 UT I T’) 
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Since tableau T is standard, any occurrence of xr in other than the first column 
must be in the first C l~isl-l ai rows. If  any of these x1 are chosen for sub- 
stitution during the polarization, the letter si would be repeated within a row, 
and the resulting bideterminant would be zero. Hence, the only nonzero term 
in the above expression is the term obtained by substituting si for all the aZ(l) 
letters x1 in the first column of T. By induction, we have shown that the expres- 
sion n,GiG, P(l)(~i , xi)( T 1 T’) consists of a single nonzero term, obtained by 
substituting s, for all the letters in the first column of T. 
Repeating this argument for the other columns, we can easily see that 
C(T, T’)(T 1 T’) is obtained by substituting s, (resp. tP) for all the letters in the 
qth column of T (resp. T’); that is, 
C( T, T’)(T 1 T’) = 
s2 a.- Sal t, 






(ii) The expression C( T, T’)( V / V’) consists of a sum of bideterminants 
of the same shape (p). I f  it is nonzero, then one of the bideterminants, say, 
(W 1 IV’), is nonzero. The content of (W 1 JV’) is the same as that of (U 1 U’) = 
C( T, T’)( T 1 Y); that is, for 1 < 1 < A, , the letters s1 and t, occur in ( W 1 W’) A, 
times, where 
= the height of the Zth column. 
We are required to show that (p) is shorter than (A). I f  (CL) # (A), let m be the 
smallest integer such that A, f  pm . If  m = 1, it must be the case that pi < A, , 
for the first row of W contains pi distinct letters chosen from the set {si ,..., s,$}. 
Now, suppose that m > 2. We claim that: For 1 < i < m - 1, the contents 
of the ith row in U and in Ware identical. 
The proof is by induction on i. I f  i = 1, then pi = A, ; by our preceding 
observations, the first row in both Wand U consists of the set {si ,... , sA1} arranged 
in some order. Now assume that the proposition is true up to the ith row. The 
letters s1 , for I > hi + 1, have all been used in the first i - 1 rows in U, hence 
in W. For the ith row in W, we have to choose pi distinct letters from {sr ,..., s,,}. 
But hi = pi ; hence the contents of the ith row in U and W are identical. 
Now, consider the mth row. As the first m - 1 rows are identical, the mth 
row in W contains p*nz distinct letters from the set {sr ,..., s$}. Since p,,, # A,, 
we must have p,,, < Am. . 
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(iii) We can now suppose that Q = (X), and C(T, T’)(V 1 V’) # 0. 
Recall that the associated column sequence of (T 1 2”‘) is 
(1 .1(l) . . . ,f”(l) . . . n’%(hl) f%(l) . . . kBk(f) . . . @k'Al) )- 
We shall denote by ~~‘((4) (resp. 6,(q)) th e number of occurrences of x1 (resp. Us) 
in the qth column of V (resp. .V’). The associated column sequence of (V 1 V’) is 
(Iv,(l) . . . ,$‘&) . . . ,$h) la,(l) . . . k&(8) . . . ,$fk’“l’). 
Suppose now that [Y’, T’] and [V, U’] diier in the left tableau; the reasoning is 
similar if the difkence lies in the right tableau. 
Let p be the first column where T and V differ, and in the pth column, let xr 
be the smallest index that is-different. That is, we have 
for 1 < i < rr and 1 < 4 < p - 1, a&) = ~~(4); 
for 1 < i < I - 1, a,(p) = I&(P); 
but 4~) Z E(P)- 
Now, assume that (V 1 V’) is lexicographically greater than (T I 2”‘); that is, 
a&(p) > n(p). Consider the action of the Capelli operator C(T, T’) on (V I v’). 
The polarizations D+)(s~ , xl), DaG(sl , ~a),..., D+l(p)(sp , xrFl) act on (V j v’) 
exactly as they do on (T I 2”). At this instant, the expression 
n D+)(sB ) Xi) * J-j [ n D@‘(qs* , Xi)] (V 1 V’) 
l<f<Z-1 1<a<p-1 Y<ii(n 




Sl sa SP-1 53 
. * . . . . . . 
. . 
Sl s2 h-1 $9 
Sl $2 h-1 xt . . . . 
. . 
Sl % SP-1 xz 
. . . . . . 
Sl % su-1 
V 
That is, the first p - 1 columns are replaced by the appropriate letters s, ; in 
the pth column, the first &l<r-l &) letters are replaced by sP , and the 
remainder of the tableau is unchanged. 
Since c+(p) > n(p), and V is standard, any choice of rl( p) letters x2 must 
involve a letter xr lying in the first C l(t(l-l ut( p) rows of V. The set polarization 
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operator @(P)(s, , x1) substitutes sfl for this particular xr . The resulting bi- 
determinant is zero, since there are two letters s, in a single row. This contradicts 
the assumption; we have therefore proved that (V / V’) is lexicographically 
smaller than (T 1 T’). 
With Theorem 2.1 proved, we can now proceed to the main result of this 
section. 
THEOREM 2.2. The standard bideterminant of content (a,@) form i basis of 
the vector space P(Lx, 8). 
Proof. By Theorem 1, the standard bideterminants span the vector space 
P(cL, 8). Suppose we have a nontrivial linear relation between these bidetermi- 
nants. We can write this linear relation as follows: 
a(T 1 T’) + A + B = 0, 
where a is a nonzero scalar in K, (h) is the shortest shape occurring in the linear 
relation, (T 1 T’) is the bitableau of shape (A) with the lexicographically smallest 
associated column sequence, A is the linear combination of the remaining 
tableaux of shape (X), and B is the linear combination of the remainder of the 
bitableaux, which are necessarily of shape longer than (X). 
Applying the Capelli operator C(T, T’) to the relation we have, by 
Theorem 2.1, 
but 
C(T, T’)A = 0, 
C(T, T’)B = 0, 
C( T, T’)(T I T’) # 0. 
This implies aC(T, T’)(T / T’) = 0, which is a contradiction. 
The proof of this theorem contains another algorithm for expressing any 
bitableau as a linear combination of standard bitableaux. Suppose 
(T I T’) = c ai(Ti I T,‘) 
i 
is the unique decomposition of (T 1 T’) into standard bitableaux, written so 
that if i < j, then either Ti is of shape shorter than Tj , or Ti have the same 
shape, and Ti has a lexicographically smaller associated column sequence than 
Ti . The coefficients ai are called the straightening coeficients. They can be 
computed by applying the Capelli operators C(T, , T,‘) to both sides of the 
linear relation; by Theorem 2.1, we obtain a triangular array of equations 
between bideterminants with entries from the alphabets 9 and Y. From this, 
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we can extract a triangular system of linear equations for the coefficients ai , 
which can then be solved. 
EXAMPLE. Consider the bideterminant (where, for simplicity, all but the 
subscripts are suppressed): 
The standard bitableaux of the same or longer shape of the same content are 
F,J, E J, Eli:] 
[,,,,:I, r.i”l pg. 
Let a, ,..., a, be the corresponding straightening coefficients. We obtain, 
through the Capelli operators, the equations: 
=1 zzz 1 





a6 = 0 
a3 +a, = 0 
Therefore, we obtain 
5. INVARIANT THEORY 
Classical invariant theory is concerned with the behavior of forms under the 
action of linear transformations. Let {ur ,..., ud} be a dual basis for the vector 
space V, (of dimension d). A form F(x, , . . . , x,,,) on m vectors in V, is a polynomial 
in the md scalar products of the m vectors xi with the d covectors u4 in the dual 
basis. More pedantically, consider the polynomial algebra K[x, u, s, t] in the 
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incleterminates xi+. , uiV , spr , t,, , wherel~i~n,l~j~k,l~p,l~q, 
and 1 < r < d. In this algebra, we distinguish the following polynomials: 
Let P be the subalgebra of K[x, u, s, t] generated by these polynomials; p is 
called the algebra of forms. 
There exists a homomorphism 4 from P (constructed as in the previous 
section from the alphabets 62”, %, 9, and F) to P defined by 
Consider a monomial m = (xi, 1 ui,) ..- (xia / uj,) in P. Its image in P under q5 
is given by 
dm = T  xilfl~~,fl .a- xi,f,2~uj.fa , 
where the summation is over the set of all functions f: i H fi from {I,..., a} to 
{I,..., d}. We shall use the simpler notation 
+rn =Cm,. 
The restriction of the homomorphism 4 to P(ol, fi) is called the Pascal homo- 
morphism. 
THEOREM 3.1 (the second fundamental theorem of invariant theory). l%e 
kernel of the Pascal homomorphism is the subspace of P(,, 18) spanned by the standard 
bideterminants of shape strictZy longer than (d). 
Some preliminary observations are in order. 
In the same fashion as for P, we define set polarization operators for K[x, u, 
s, t]. Let ‘u = xi+ 1 ... xi?@ be a monomial containing only variables of the form 
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xi,. , where i is fixed and r is arbitrary. Suppose p is a positive integer, and E 
a subset of {I ,..., u}. Then, VE*p is the monomial obtained from v  by replacing 
the variable xira by the variable sw whenever b E E. Now, for a given positive 
integer I, the set pohrizution operkr fiz(sP , ~3 acts on the monomial v  as 
follows: 
~z(szl ,XJV = 1 v=*p, 
E 
where the summation is over all the I-subsets of {I,..., a}. Consider now an 
arbitrary monomial w. We can write w as the product of two monomials w’ and 
w”, where w’ is the product of all the variables in w of the form xdr , and w” 
is the product of the remaining variables. Then, we set 
BZ(sz, ) Xi)W = @(sl, ( xJw’)w”. 
The operator fiz(sP , xi) is extended to all of K[x, u, s, t] by linearity. 
The operators @(tQ, uj) are defined analogously. It is clear that, as in the 
case of the operators D, the operators fi commute. 
We have the following identity: 
LEMMA. 
fi”(s, , xi)+ = +D”(s, , xi). 
PYOO~. It suffices to verify the identity for monomials of the form 
m = (Xi I UiJ *** (Xi I Uj.), 
where all the letters x have index i, Let nr r*p denote the monomial obtained from 
m by replacing each variable (xi / ui,) by (sP 1 ujJ whenever b E E. Then, we 
observe (notation as earlier): 
(my, = (rnf)“? 
We can now finish the proof through the following computation: 
P(s, 9 xi)m = I$ C rnE*p = C +nE*” 
E E 
= ;T WYf = ;F (mfP = T  Bz(sD9 4 mf 
= W. ,4 (C mf) = Bz(s, , xi> bm. 
f 
Consider now a bitableau [T, T’]. The Cupelli operator &(T, 2”) are defined 
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on K[x, s, u, t] by mimicking the definition of C(T, 7”) with B instead of D. 
The lemma yields as a corollary the identity 
e( T, T’)$ = +c( T, T’). 
With these tools in hand, we can begin the proof of the theorem. 
The image under + of an inner product (xi, ... xiL 1 ujl ..* ui,> is the deter- 
minant 
This is the determinant of the matrix 
As the variables xtr , uj, are algebraically independent, the above matrix is of 
maximum possible rank; that is to say, its determinant is zero i f f  2 > d. 
Now, consider a bideterminant (T 1 T’). It is a product of inner products of 
lengths h, ,..., h, . As P (being a subring of K[x, u, s, t]) is an integral domain, 
$(T 1 T’) is zero i f f  one of its constituent inner products has zero image. This 
happens if f  h, > d, or (A) is strictly longer than (d). 
Finally, consider an element M in the kernel of 4. Using the straightening 
formula, write M as a linear combination of standard bideterminants: 
M = a(T 1 T’) + N, 
where (A) is the shortest shape occurring in the expansion, and, of all the bi- 
determinants of shape (A) occurring in the expansion, (T 1 T’) is the one with 
the lexicographically smallest column sequence. Applying the Capelli operator 
C(T, T’), and observing that, by Theorem 2.1, C( T, T’)N = 0, we obtain 
C(T, T’)M = aC(T, T’)(T j T’). 
Applying $ and using the identity in the previous corollary, we have 
a+?( T, T’)( T I T’) = +C(T, T’)M 
= &(T, T’)$M. 
But $M = 0; hence, C( T, T’)( T 1 T’) must be a bideterminant of shape strictly 
longer than (d). As C(T, T’)(T 1 T’) and (T 1 T’) have the same shape, we 
conclude that (A) is strictly longer than (d). But we have chosen (A) to be the 
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shortest shape occurring in the expansion of M. Therefore, M is a linear com- 
bination of standard bideterminants of shape strictly longer than (d). This 
concludes the proof of the theorem. 
Consider the algebra P, defined on the alphabets 55 = {x1 ,..., xn} and 
4 = {ul )..., ud}. In P, all the bideterminants of shape strictly longer than (d) 
are identically zero; hence, by Theorem 3.1, 4 is an injection. This allows us 
to transfer questions about forms to questions about elements of P. 
Let L be a linear transformation from the vector space I”, to itself. I f  F is a 
form on V, , L acts on F by 
LF(x, ,..., x,,J = F(Lx, ,...,Lx,J. 
A form is inwuriunt if, for all invertible linear transformations L, there exists 
a scalar a(L) such that LF = a(L)F. 
Transferring to the algebra P, a form F(xil ,..., xi> is a polynomial in P in 
the variables (xi 1 u,), i E {il ,..., irn>, 1 Q i < d. An invertible linear transforma- 
tion L, given by an invertible d x d square matrix (Zjk) acts upon P as an algebra 
homomorphism as follows: 
A form F is inwuriunt if, for all invertible linear transformations L, there exists 
a scalar u(L) such that LF = u(L)F. l 
An example of an invariant form is the inner product (xtl *** dt, 1 u1 *-* u,J; 
it is the determinant I(xr, 1 ~l$h(~,~(~ , and in this case a(L) = de&). Similarly, 
the bideterminants of shape (d,..., d) are invariant forms; these bideterminants 
are called rectangular. For a rectangular bideterminant with g rows, u(L) = 
(det(ZJ)g. Note that since any bideterminant of shape longer than (d) is zero, 
a rectangular bideterminant is a linear combination of standard rectangular 
bideterminants (with the same number of rows). 
These examples are in fact paradigmatic. 
THEOREM 3.2 (the first fundamental theorem of invariant theory). Ower an 
injkite jieZd K, a form in P is invuriunt ifl it is a linear combination of standard 
rectangular bideterminunts, all of which has the same shape (d,... , d). 
First proof. Suppose F is invariant. Using the straightening formula, we can 
express F as a linear combination of standard bideterminants: 
We shall probe F with appropriate linear transformations. 
‘jO7/27/1-7 
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Consider first the linear transformation L defined by 
qxi I Uj) = 4% I 24 
L(% Iu/c) = (Xi I %J~ for k # j, 
where c is a nonzero scalar. I f  bj*) is the number of occurrences of uj in T,‘, then 
L(Ts 1 T,‘) = cby(T, 1 T,‘) 
and 
LF = x a,c”~‘(T, 1 T,‘). 
* 
As F is invariant, we also have 
LF = a(L)F = c a,a(L)(T, 1 T,‘). 
But the expansion into standard bideterminants is unique. Hence, we must 
have, for all s and f, 
bl’l bW 
cj =cj = u(L). 
This equality holds for all the scalars c in the infinite field k. Therefore, Zrj” = bjt’ 
for all s and t. We shall write bjofor the common value of the integers $“. 
Now, let L be the linear transformation defined by 
L(Xi I Uj) = (Xi I %zJ, 
-wi I %> = (Xi I 4, 
m I 4 = (‘% I %I>, forp # jandp # k. 
Each of the bideterminants L( T, / T,‘) contain the letter uk bj times. As the 
content of a bideterminant is preserved under straightening, LF is a linear 
combination of standard bideterminants each containing the letter uk b, times. 
But F is invariant, and LF = x.s cxg~(L)(T,~ I T,‘), where each of the bidetermi- 
nants in this expansion contain the letter uk b, times. Applying the basis theorem, 
we conclude that b, = b, . We shall denote by b the common value of the 
integers bj . 
Since each letter Uj is repeated b times, the minimum number of rows in T,’ 
is b. The number of rows is exactly b if and only if T,’ is rectangular. 
Now, suppose that T,’ is not rectangular; that is, the number of rows in T,’ 
is strictly greater than b. In T,’ , all the letters ur are in the first column. Let uz be 
the first letter in the first column following the run of letters ur . Then, all the 
letters from ur to ur-r occur in the first b rows. Moreover, if 4 is the number of 
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occurrences of ur in the first column, the remaining b - q letters u, must all 
occur in the first b - q rows. The situation is summarized by: 
where m >, 1 + 1. Such a tableau is called an l-critical tableau, and its parameter 
$3 q. 
Let j be the smallest index such that there exists a j-critical tableau in the 
expansion of F. We break up the expansion of F into 
F = 7 s(T., I Ts’) +c G-t I Tt’) + G, t 
where the first summation is over all the indices s such that T,’ isj-critical, the 
second summation is over all t such that T,’ is l-critical, for some 1 > q, and G 
is the linear combination of all the b x d rectangular standard bideterminants. 
Let L be the linear transformation defined by 
L(Xi I u,-1) = 6% I %-1) + 6% I 4 
L(Xi I %J = (Xi I %A for k’f j- 1. 
Under L, those bideterminants in which all the letters z+-r and a, occur in the 
first b rows are unchanged; in particular, the rectangular bideterminants in G 
and the Z-critical bideterminants in the second summation remain unaltered. 
For the j-critical bideterminants, 
W”, I T,‘) = (T, I T,‘) + c CT, I Ts”), 
r 
where T,’ is a tableau of the following form: 




u. ... 3 
where*maybeu+,orz+,andm>j+l. 
Let TI be the tableau such that all the e’s are uj ; thus, TI is a standard 
tableau containing uj 6 + q times. As F is invariant, we obtain the equality 
LF = a(L)F = C a,( T, 1 T,‘) + C a,(Ts I T,‘) + c at( Tt I T,‘) + G. 
s .s,T 
Each bideterminant (T, 1 T,‘) contains the letter ui at least b + 1 times. Let q’ 
be the largest parameter for the j-critical tableaux. The only bideterminants in 
the above equality containing uj exactly b + q’ times are the bideterminants 
(T, / Tz), where T,,’ is a j-critical tableau with parameter q’. Therefore, the 
projection of this equality onto the subspace spanned by the bideterminants 
containing uj exactly b + q‘ times yields 
0 = c s(Tv IT,“). 2) 
All the bideterminants (T,, 1 T,‘), and hence (T, / Ti), are distinct and standard. 
By the basis theorem, all the coefficients 0~~ must be zero. We conclude that 
there cannot be a j-critical bideterminant in the expansion of F; in particular, 
there cannot be a nonrectangular bideterminant in the expansion. This completes 
the first proof of Theorem 3.2. 
Second proof. We begin with some classical results. 
LEMMA A. Considered as a polynomial in the indeterminates lij , 1 < i, j < d, 
the determinant A = 1 iii ( is irreducible. 
Proof. Suppose that A = AB. Since A is linear in each variable lij , iii 
cannot occur in both A and B. Suppose that 111 occurs in A. In the expansion 
of A into monomials, each monomial contains exactly one variable from each 
row and column. Hence, none of the variables lIT , Z,, , 1 < r, s < d can occur 
in B. 
I f  B is not a constant polynomial, then B contains a variable I,, , where, 
a fortiori, p, q > 1. By a similar argument, A cannot contain the variables 
I,, , I,, , r # q, s # p. But this implies that neither A nor B contain the variables 
1,1 and h, , both of which appear in the expansion of A. Hence, B must be a 
constant polynomial, and our lemma is proved. 
Recall that a form is invariant if, for all linear transformations L, there exists 
a scalar a(L) such that LF = a(L)F. Let F = F,, + ... + Ft be the decomposition 
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of the polynomial F into homogeneous components with respect to the total 
degree. Then, if F is invariant, 
LF=LF,+-. + LF, = a(L)F, + **a + a(L)F, 
Since the action of L on F preserves the-total degree, we must have 
LFi = a(L)F, , O<i<t. 
It suffices, therefore, to consider only invariant forms that are homogeneous. 
Consider the linear transformation L = cl, where I is the identity matrix. 
Under this action, (xi j u,) ++ C(Xi 1 ui). If F is a homogeneous invariant form of 
degree t, LF = ctF, hence, for F, 
a(d) = ct. 
Moreover, the function a(L) is multiplicative, in the sense that for any two 
invertible linear transformations L, and L, , 
The proof is a simple computation. Further, as F is a polynomial, a(L) is also a 
polynomial in the entries l,, of the matrix of L. 
Given a linear transformation L with matrix (Z&, its adjugate L* is the linear 
transformation with matrix (l$), where 
1; = the jkth cofactor of (1,,) 
= (-l)‘+k 1 2 w s#j.wk * 1 
The adjugate is characterized by the property 
LL* = 1 z<j 1 I. 
Indeed, the stth entry of the matrix of LL* is given by 
c Lent = c 0--l)“‘%m I L IlJ#m*q~t * 
m m 
By the Laplace expansion, the right-hand side is the determinant of the matrix 
(Ijk) with the tth column replaced by the column vector (Zms)l(m<d. This deter- 
minant is zero if s # t and equals I Z,, I if s = t. Hence the assertion. 
As an immediate consequence, we obtain 
43 UP*) = I L It, 
where t is the total degree of F. As the determinant is irreducible, each of the 
factors on the left must be a power of the determinant. We have thus proved 
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LEMMA B. a(L) = [det L]Q, for some nonnegative integer g. 
A technical result we shall use time and again is Weyl’s principle of the 
irrelevance of algebraic inequalities: Let K be an infinite field, (zr ,..., .z,} a finite 
set of indeterminates, and f, g, ,..., g, polynomials in K[z, ,..., ~~1. Suppose that 
f ($1 ,**., sp) = 0 for all sr ,... , s?, E K such that g,(sr ,..., sy) # 0, 1 < i < T. 
Then, f is identically zero. The proof is routine commutative algebra (see 
Weyl [4]). 
We also introduce the notation: Let L be a linear transformation with matrix 
(liJ. The evaluation l L is the homomorphism from P to K given by 
and 
(xj I uk) H Ikj P if1 <j,K<d 
0, otherwise. 
An easy computation shows that the evaluation satisfies 
where I is the identity matrix. 
LEMMA C. If F(x, ,..., XJ is a nonzero homogeneous invariant form with 
m < d, then F is constant. 
Proof. The argument consists of three main steps. First, we prove that for 
the identity matrix I, E[F # 0. Suppose the contrary. Then, as F is invariant, 
for any invertible linear transformation L = (ZJ, 
crtF = E,LF = (det L)g l 1F = 0 
Therefore, by Weyl’s principle, F is identically zero, contradicting the hypo- 
thesis. 
Now, let L be the linear transformation with matrix 
k zf) 
where Id-r is the (d - 1) x (d - 1) identity matrix. Since the variable (xd 1 ua) 
does not occur in F, ELF = E,F. Invoking invariance again, we obtain 
l 1F = l ~F = E,LF = (det L)g l 1F = (l,,)g l ,F, 
which holds for any nonzero ldd E K. As K is infinite, we conclude that g = 0. 
But this implies, for any invertible linear transformation L, 
ELF = E,LF = E,F. 
Applying Weyl’s principle once again, we conclude that F must be a constant. 
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LEMMA D. IfF(x, ,..., xd) is a nonsro homgeneous invariant, then 
F(XI ,..*, Xd) = c(x1 -*a Xd 1 u1 *** z@ 
for some nonnegative integer g, and scalar c. 
Proof: For an invertible linear transformation L, 
eLF = qLF = (det L)g qF. 
Applying Weyl’s principle, we conclude that 
F(x, ,..., Xd) = c(x1 -*- Xd 1 u1 **a u&J, 
where c = r,F. 
We adopt the following bracket notation: 
LEMMA E. In the letter place algebra P, 
forl<j<n,andl<m<d. 
Proof. The identity follows from expanding, by Laplace’s rule, the inner 
product (x1 *a- x,x, 1 U, -a* u~u,,,), which is identically zero in P. 
The last lemma is a simple variation on the multinomial theorem. Let 
F(x, ,..., x,) be a homogeneous form of degree g; let F& A,,% ,..., &, &,& 
be the form obtained from F by substituting &, X,,(x, 1 u,) for (x, I I+), 
1 <j<m,l <r<d.Then, 
LEMMA F. 
F ( c hixi --*. c LfXf) 
where the sumtnut@n is over a2Z i(1, l),..., i(m, d) such that 
jYl Yil i(Ps 4) = g 
w  m 
and the ~04~~~~ Fi(l,l),...,i(m,d) me homogeneous of degree g. 
The preliiary lemmas are now disposed of. Let F(x, ,..., x,,,) be a homo- 
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geneous nonconstant invariant form of degree g. By Lemma C, m 3 d. We 
claim that the polynomial 
equals a polynomial in the brackets [xi, ,..., xid]. Indeed, as F is homogeneous 
of degree g, 
[Xl ,*a., xJgF(x, ,..., x,) = F(bx, ,..., ~1x1 ,..., [XI ,...> x&,J. 
Applying the identity in Lemma E to each of the arguments, and expanding as 
in Lemma F, we obtain 
[Xl 1-e.) ~,dgF(x, s..., x,) = 1 C,F,(x, ,..., ~4, (*I 
hi 
where M ranges over a set of multi-indices given in Lemma F, and the coefficients 
CM(Xl ,..., x,) are products of brackets of the form 
Bj, = [xl ,..., G-1, xj , %+1 ,*.., %I. 
Note that we have used implicitly Weyl’s principle throughout the computation. 
To justify our claim, it suffices, by Lemma D, to show that each of the forms 
F,,., is invariant. 
First, observe that the brackets B. 3k , i > d, are algebraically independent, 
since any nontrivial algebraic relation f(Bj,) = 0 specializes, under the partial 
evaluation 
Cxj I uk,> I-+ 6jk if 1 < j, K < d, 
Cxj I %) otherwise, 
to a nontrivial algebraic relation f((xj 1 z+)) = 0, which, if it exists, would 
contradict the fact that (xj 1 UJ are indeterminates. 
Now, [x1 ,..., xn]gF(xl ,..., x,) is invariant, being the product of two in- 
variants. Applying this fact to (*), we obtain, for any invertible linear transforma- 
tion L, 
c (LC&WM) = a(L) c CMFM a 
M M 
But the coefficients CM, being product of brackets, are invariant, and satisfy 
LC, = a,(L)CM . Hence, 
c aM(L) CdLF,) = c a(L) CMFM, 
M M 
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where both sides are polynomials in the algebraically independent expressions 
Bjk , j > d. We conclude, therefore, that 
LF, = (4L)ldW’~. 
This justifies our claim that [zr ,. .., &JJ F(x, ,... , x,J is a polynomial in the 
brackets [xi, ,..., ~$3; in the language of bideterminants, we have shown that 
[Xl ,---, %]gqx, , * * *, %n) = c 4Tf I T), 
i 
where T is the standard tableau 
To finish the proof of the theorem, we have to show that we can “cancel” 
the factor [x1 ,..., XJg without changing the rectangular shape of the right-hand 
tableau T. 
By the straightening formula, we can write F as a linear combination of 
standard tableaux: 
F = ; bi(U, 1 U,‘). 
Hence, 
where OS (and analogously for 0,‘) is the tableau 
But both oi and 0; are standard. By the basis theorem, the two linear com- 
binations for [x1 ,..., x,]e% must be equal. In particular, 
t7; = T. 
It follows that U, must be rectangular, with each row having the form 
Thii concludes the second proof of the theorem. 
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